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VISIONCHART gained a 25% improvement in overall 

business efficiency with B1UP & B1P&D

Visual Communications

▪ Sales department gained real-time 

reporting, inventory tracking, and 

accurate delivery date information. 

▪ Intuitive, and interactive reporting, 

reducing reliance on custom reports 

and streamlining processes.

▪ Faster problem resolution and fewer 

customer follow-ups ultimately 

improving the level of customer 

service provided.

▪ B1UP proved instrumental in 

resolving business challenges, 

offering a faster, more powerful, and 

dynamic deployment that tailored 

the system to the business needs 

without requiring custom 

development. Its functionalities, such 

as real-time reporting, inventory 

tracking, and flexible ERP 

customisation, addressed the specific 

needs of sales, procurement, and 

customer service departments.

▪ Legacy accounting system lacked 

investment in cutting-edge technology, 

impeding adaptability and hindering 

future business expansion.

▪ Manual processes and lack of 

automation stifled agility, making it 

challenging to meet market demands 

efficiently.

▪ Inadequate data access hampered 

decision-making, leading to reliance on 

outdated information and impacting 

vital business departments.

James Liu,

Head of Finance & Supply Chain

VISIONCHART

I recommend to anyone using or 

contemplating using SAP Business One that 

B1UP is a must in order to maximise the 

investment  in ERP, as it adds a lot of intrinsic 

value. With B1UP, you are able to truly 

realise a positive return on investment.

www.visionchart.com.au

Visual Communications

50+

FUJIFILM MicroChannel

B1 Usability Package,
B1 Print & Delivery

VISIONCHART stands at the forefront as a distinguished manufacturer and supplier of premier visual communication products. 

Distinguished by their commitment to innovation and a marketing appeal that leads the industry, they specialise in crafting Visual 

Communication tools designed for both educational and commercial spheres. Their extensive product range, including high-quality 

Whiteboards, Glassboards™, Pinboards, Mobile Solutions, and more, reflects their unwavering dedication to delivering excellence.

If you are not using B1UP you are not 
using more than 50% of the 

functionality available in standard 
SAP Business One.

Ketan Solanki,

Head of  SAP Business One

FUJIFILM MicroChannel
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